
MICROWAVE 

1 N T RO D C7C TI ON 
In thc 1960's, sa1c.s of microwave oveiis incieased 

'it an cwecdingly iapid pace. By 1980, worldwide uw 
of microwave ovens is projected at 33,700,000 unit;; 
(Tiiiga. 1976). 

Commercial microwave processing systems num- 
bered 78 in 1976 and included pre-cooking chicken 
and bacon, tempering meat, and coagulation of ex- 
truded reformed meat. In Europe, microwaves are 
cmployed commercially for cooking meat and fish, 
and one system is utilized for cooking herring in the 
can prior to sealing (Schiffmaiin, 1976). 

In  keeping with this high level of usage, a consid- 
erable amount of research has been focused on effects 
of heating foods by microwaves. Now, it is essential 
to view the microwave oven as a possible rese-ircli 
tool. 

HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON AIlCROIVAVE 
COOKlh'G OF MEAT 

An overview of research on microwave cooking of 
meat is presented in Table 1. It is apparent that meat 
cooked by microwaves has been rated as less palatable 
than the conventioidy cooked counterpart, and that 
greater cooking losses have been observed with mi- 
crowave cooking. However, close scrutiny of past re- 
search reveals some serious errors and oversights. Frc- 
qaencies of the microwave appliance have been 
erroneously reported; and, in one instance, it was sug- 
gested that changing from low to high setting of the 
range altered the frequency. Cooking power is rarely 
reported and in at  least one study, it was confused 
with input power. Additionally, research in micro- 
wave cooking has, to a large extent, consisted of 
adapting to the speed of microwave heating and has 
not been designed for a volume heating process with 
conduction playing a lesser role (Decareau, 1968; 
1974 ) . 

Recent restwch, summarized in Table 2, has dem- 
onstrated that the quality of mcat cooked by  micro- 
waves can compare favorably with conventionally 
cooked mmt,  provided that techniques are in keeping 
with the true concept of microwave heating. 

IZIICROIVAVE \IS CONVENTIONAL COOKlNG 
In reflecting on the use of microwaves in  research, 
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one must question the possible maximizing or mini- 
mizing of differences among samples by the method 
of cookery. To shed 5ome light on this question, data 
from two series of tests on samples of beef represent- 
ing three feed managements were analyzed to reveal 
differences within cooking treatments. Feed manage- 
ments were ( 1) all grass, ( 2 )  grass plus 56 days grain, 
and (3)  grass plus 112 days grain. Roasts (Longis- 
simus) from each feed management were cooked by 
both conventional ( 163"C, 325°F) and microwave 
methods for each study. In both studies, a 6-point 
scoring instrument was used with 6 denoting the de- 
sirable quality for each attribute. 

Trends in significant d'fferences among mean sen- 
sory scores for flavor of beef were the same for both 
methods of cooking in both studies. In juiciness, a sig- 
nificant ( P<0.05) difference in meat representing 
different feed managements was revealed by micru- 
wave moking in Study 1 and by conventional cook- 
ing in Study 2. In Study 1, a significant (P<0.05) dif- 
ference was found in tenderness between meat from 
animals of feed managements 2 and 3 when cookrd 
by microwaves but not when cooked conventionally. 
However, the pattern in significant differences for 
tenderness was the samc for microwave and conven- 
tionally cooked samples in Study 2 (Table 3). 

In  general, trends in shear valucs wcre the sdme a\  
those indicated by sensory scores for tenderness in 
both microwavc and conventionally cooked meat in 
both studies (Table 4 ) .  

Total cocking losse\ wcv e consistently greatcar for 
microwave than for conventionally cooked roasts. 
\Vith the microwave method of cooking, 110 signifi- 
cant differences were found in total cooking losses 
for the samples from animals representing the three 
feed managements in Study 2. The data for cooking 
loss for microwave heated meat in Study 1 and for 
conventionally cooked meat in both studies dcmon- 
strated identical trends (Table 4 ) .  

Thus, aside from the greater cooking losses, no par- 
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TABLE 1 

OVERVIEW OF EARLY RESEARCH ON MICROWAVE (2450 MHz) COOKING OF MEAT 

Study Test Material Microwove cooking cornpored to conventional 

Bollman et 
o~. ,  I 948 

Beef rib roasts Greater cooking lasses, less juicy, lower scores for texture, uneven daneness. Lit t le difference 
in flavor or in aroma. 

Similar in  cooking losses and acceptability. 

Greater cooking losses. Similar in acceptability. 

Beef patties 

Pork patties 

Pork patties No significant difference in niacin or  riboflavin retention. Thomas et 
al., 1949 

Beef roasts and 
patties 

-I hiamin higher in pork and beef potties but lower in beet roasts. 

Desirable i f  prebrowned and equal to pan-broiled potties. Less desirable i f  not prebrowned. Causey et 
01.. 1950a 

Pork patties 

Pork loaves 

Beef patties 

Less desirable color, crust quality, flavor, tenderness. 

Greater cooking losses. Desirable i f  prebrowned and equal to  pan-broiled potties. Higher 
thiamin retention. Lower thiamin retention i f  not prebrowned. 

Greater cooking losses. Desirable i f  prebrowned. Thiamin similar, but less riboflavin. 

19501, 

1950c Lamb patties 

Apgar et 
ol., 1959 

Pork patties, 
roasts, chopi 

No significant differences in aroma, color of cut surface, flavor. Roasts less juicy and tender. 
Chaps more juicy. Browning improved acceptability but increased cooking time and losses. 

Lim et  ol., 
1959 

Headley and 

Pork patties 
(irradiated) 

Decreased palatability, drip loss, fat content. Increased juiciness, evaporotion, moisture, thi- 
amin. 

Lamb roasts Greater shrinkage and cooking losses, less juicy, lower flavor scores, similar tenderness. 
Jacobson, 
1960 

Marsha I I, 
1960 

Greater cooking losses, lower palatability scores. Beef top round 

Covered 
Marinated 
Stewed 
Reduced time 

Decreased cooking losses, increased palatability compared to above. 

Pollak and 
Foin, 1960 

Beef roasts Less edible meat. 

Noble and 
Gomez, 1962 

Lamb rack and 
loin roasts 

Similar thiamin, riboflavin, and weight change. 

Kylen et 
01.. 1964 

Beef roasts Decreased moisture, thiamin retention, palatability. Increased cooking lasses. 

Beef loa vcs 

Pork roasts 

Ham loaves 

Decreased fat, increased cooking losses, thiamin retention similar. 

Some as bcef react:, except thiarr.in retention similar. 

Sgrne as becf roasts, cxccpt {hiomin retcr.tion similar. 

Law et ol., 
1967 

Bccf loin steaks Lower cooking losres and flavor s:orcs, sim;lar juiciners and tendcrncss 

Round steaks Greater cooking losses, less tender, similar flavor and juiciness. 

Greater cooking losses, higher shear values. Carpenter 
et  al., 1968 

Beef rib steaks 

Pork chops Similar cooking losses, higher shear values. 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF RECENT RESEARCH ON MICROWAVE (2450 MHz) COOKING OF MEAT 

Study Test Material Microwave cooking compared with conventional 

Boldwin and 
Russell, 1971 

Ruyock ond 
Paul, 1972 

Penner and 
Bowers. 1 9 7 3  

Janicki ond 
Appledorf, 
1974 

Ziprin and 
Corlin, 1976 

Ream et 01.. 
1974 

Korschgen et 
al., 1976 

Boldwin ct 
al., 1976 

Beef ribeye steaks 

Beef roosts 

Pork loins, reheated 

Beef potties 

Beef and beef-soy 
loaves 

Beef arm ond rib 
roosts 

Beef ribeye roosts 

Pork loin roosts 

Lamb leg roasts 

Beef ribeye roosts 

Pork loin roast 

Lomb leg roasts 

Prebrowned steaks acceptable but scored lower in flovor, juiciness, tenderness and generol 
acceptability. 

Greoter cooking losses. Similar sheor volues, penetrometer values ond palatability scores. 
Lower score for external color. 

After 5 weeks of frozen storage, similar to  freshly cooked and locking metollic taste of 
conver.tionolly reheated meat. 

Greoter cooking losses, lower moisture, greater loss of crude fot. 

No effect of either cooking method on soy flovor. Higher cooking losses, lower fat content, 
similor thiamin retention. 

Generolly less tender, juicy and flavorful and hod higher cooking losses and sheor values. 

Greoter cooking losses. Similar in flavor ond shear values. 

Similar cooking losses, flovor, juiciness. 

Similar cooking losses, shear values, flovor, juiciness, but  less tender. 

Thiamin, riboflovin and niacin retention similor for conventionol ond microwove 2 2 0 V  ond 
both greater thon microwave 115V. Less retention of iron and phosphorous. 

Similar in thiamin, riboflavin, niocin and mineral retention. 

Sirnilor in thiamin, riboflavin, niacin retention. Less retention of iron 

TABLE 3 ticular bias appears to have been associated with mi- 
crowave heating in these studies. The instances of in- 
consistency in patterns of significant differences cited 
above may not be related to method of cooking, but 

MEANS SENSORY SCORES1 FOR BEEF RIB EYE ROASTS 
FROM THREE FEED MANAGEMENTS COOKED BY 

MICROWAVE2 AND BY CONVENTIONAL3 METHODS 

to the inherent variability encountered in biological 
Attribute Study Microwave Conventional materials. 

Feed management Feed monagement 

1 2 3 1 2 3  METHODOLOGY FOR AllCRO\VAVE COOKING 
Flavor 1 4 6 b  5 2a 5 43 4 9 b  5 23 5 4 a  If microwaves are employed for cooking meat, rc- 

2 3 8 c  4 6 b  5 03 3 7c 4 4 b  4 8 a  searchers must be knowledgeablc and apply appro- 
priate techniques. The following factors should be 

JLiciness 1 4 6 b  4 8ab 5 0% 4 9a 5 Oa 4.88 given due consideration. 
2 4.73 4.43 4 . 7 ~  4.9a 4 . 0 b  4.9a 

Tenderness 1 4 . 5 ~  5.01, 5.3a 4 . 7 b  5 . 4 a  5 . 3  
2 4 . 6 b  4 . 3 b  5.33. 4 . 0  4.2b 5.0a 

~~ ~ - 
1 Study 1. n = 49. Study 2. N = 48. For each attribute 1 indicates 

low or undesirable, and 6 denotes high 01’ very desirable. 

2 2450 MHz. Study 1: Cooking power, 500 to 550 watts. Study 2 :  
Varipower setting “high,” for the first half and “roast” for the re- 
mainder of the cooking period. Full cooking power 560 W. 

3 163t7OC (326~13°F) .  

Frequency and cooking power. Cooking intensity 
cannot be assessed unless both cooking power and 
frequency are known, just as knowledge of oven tem- 
perature (and its variability) must be specified in 
conventional cooking ( Decareau, 1968 ) . There is a 
trend toward exclusive use of 2450 MHz for cooking 
foods, although one microwave range on the market 
operates at 915 MHz. 

Cooking power ( C P )  is calculated by the formula 
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TABLE 4 

MEAN SHEAR VALUES1 A N D  COOKING LOSSES FOR BEEF 
RIB EYE ROASTS COOKED BY MICROWAVE2 AND BY 

CONVENTIONAL3 METHODS 

Study Microwave Conventional 
Variable Feed monagement Feed management 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

Shear 1 27.4a 2 0 . W  17.1h 24.52 17.1h 18.1b 
values 2 19.8a 22 l a  14.41, 21.la 22.4a 18.2b 
(Ibs) 

Evap- 1 20.9a 20.02 20.0X 16.8a 13.53 18. la  
oration 2 1 8 . 5 ~  16.7b 17.Cah 17.5’1 16.5a 18.7a 
( % I  

Drip- I 7.011 11.92 12 . la  2.7b 4 . P  5.9a 
pings 2 10 3b 12.2al) 13.8a 3 6t) 7.9a 7.lah 
( Oh 1 

Total 1 27.911 31.9a 32.13 19.6b 23.4a 23.9a 
cooking 2 28.828 28.8~1 30 .9 :~  21 . l b  24 4;‘ 25.7a 
losses 
(96) 
- ~- 
I Study 1, N - 21.  Study 2 N .T 24 2.54 cm. co ie i .  

2 2450 MHz. Stud? l:,.Cooking pow?r, 500 - 550 watts. Study 2 :  
Varipower setting h i sh ,  for  t h e  first half a n d  “roast” f o r  the re- 
mainder of t h e  cookins period. Full cooking power 560 W. 

3 1 6 3 1 7 ° C  ( 3 2 5 t 1 3 ° F ) .  

AT”C x grams 

minutes 
__--- 

14.23 = CP (watts) 

\Vhrn 14.23 = grain cdorie/mi~iutc~ /watt = 1 watt 
One method, coinmonl) uscd to dtterminc. CP, i s  to 
heat 1000 g of water for 2 min. 113th this procedure, 
the above formula can be simplified and CP can be 
calculated by multiplying A T ” C  by 35 (Copson, 
1975). Since the amount of water, the profile of thc 
container, and possibly the positioning of the cxm- 
tainer will influence the results, a standard procedure 
for determining CP should be adopted by all re- 
searchers. To this end, the National Bureau of Stan- 
dards will soon publish a recommended procedure 
for determining CP. I t  will likely specify heating dif- 
ferent size loads of salt solution, determining CP  for 
each, and reporting an average. In addition to assess- 
ing CP, measures should be taken to assure uniformity 
of CP from time to time. 

Energy distribution p l t e r n .  Characteristic heating 
patterns for the oven can be mapped by various tech- 
niques. An array of beakers of water, or of Petri plates 
containing albumen, can be placed in the oven for a 
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short period of heating by microwaves. Hot or cool 
spots can be detected by temperature measurements 
in the water or by observing the pattern of coagula- 
tion in the egg white. These will vary depending upon 
the elevation of the containcrs and the composition of 
the material used for the test. However, mapping the 
energy distribution will permit the researcher to avoid 
placing samples in excessively hot or cold spots in thc 
oven. 

Temperuture putterre in meat. Careful considera- 
t,on should be given to post cooking rise in tempera- 
ture. For beef roasts of 5 Ibs. or more, cooking to 38°C 
(100”F) ,  60°C (140°F)  and 70°C (160°F)  will re- 
sult in rare, medium and well done stages of done- 
ness provided sufficient post cooking time is allowed 
( Copson, 1975). 

Fig. 1 illustrates the typical temperature pattern 
which might be achieved in microwave heating of a 
roast of 5 Ibs. or more (Decareau, 1974). The rela- 
tively cool atmosphere in the cooking cavity, along 
with heat loss during evaporation, explains the lower 
temperature on the surface of the meat as compared 
to that at  a depth of approximately one inch. Given 
sufficient time, conduction of heat during the post 
cooking period will permit achieving an appropriate 
temperature in the center of the roast. With small 
roasts the temperature profile would be similar to 
Fig. 1 except that the center temperature wonld not 
be as low as indicated. 

Cycling microwave energy manually or using a 
pulse timer or variable power control permits some 
ecjui1ibrat;on of temperakne in thc focd during th(, 
periods between application of microwave encrgy. In 
effect, this reduces the cooking nowel and extcncls 
the prcparation time, but 1 esults 111 significantly im- 
proved quality in meat without completcbly negating 
the advantages of speed. Application of full or high 
power should be long enough in the initial stagc of 
cooking to generate sufficient heat in thc, product to 
start the cooking process effectively. 

Temperatures are generally monitored with a fast 
reading pyrometer after completion of a cooking cy- 
cle. Metal thermometers designed for use in micro- 
wave ovens perform reasonably well but are not ac- 
curate enough for research purposes. 

To promote even cooking, Korschgen et nl (1976) 
rotated ioasts Z tuin ‘1ftc.r every cooking cycle and 
n\ ertecl the me.it half wa) through the cooking t>c’i i- 

od. T1.i~ practic,\ minim m s  differences in donenc ss 
dui  to unevcn distribution of inici (,waves within ;hi1 

oven. This is partially automated in microwave ovens 
equipped with a rotating shelf. 
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Muss, size und shape. Generally, weight of foods is 
reported in the literature, but dimensions of food also 
are important in microwave heating. ,4 cylindrical 
shape is preferable for roasts. Rolled roasts can be 
shaped so that they are twice as long as they are widc 
which is ideal for microwave heating. If irregular 
shape is unavoidable, shielding with small circles of 
aluminum foil for part of the cooking time will prc- 
vent over cooking the small sections (Decareau, 1974; 
Copson, 1975). 

Less tender cuts of meat should be cut into chunks 
to facilitate even distribution of heat in the pieces. 
The main advantage of microwave heating for less 
tender cuts of meat is in the rapidity with which the 
meat is brought to cooking temperature (Copson, 
1975). Unpublished data (Baldwin et al., 1976) in- 
dicated that flavor of top round of beef cooked hy 
moist heat does not differ significantly between meat 
cooked by microwaves and conventional methods. 
However, in this study, the meat was more tender 
when cooked conventionally ( 135"C, 275°F).  

Meat loaves can be ideally shaped as a large dough- 
nut for microwave heating. Some studies have un- 
duly stressed ground meat in microwave heating by 
rigidly adhering to the loaf shape. 

Bone. Boned roasts are preferable for microwave 
cooking. Bone causes uneven cooking by reflecting 
microwaves or casting a shadow. The marrow is more 
receptive to microwaves than the bone. 

Fat. A uniform covering of fat (approximately 64 
mm) will facilitate self-basting of roasts. Steaks and 
chops should be carefully trimmed. The meat just in- 
side the fat covering will attain a higher temperature 
than other parts (Copson, 1975). 

Browning. Meat which requires 15 min. or morc 
for cooking will brown satisfactorily during micro- 
wave heating. Browning utensils designed for use 
with microwave heating are preheated to a high 
enough temperature to sear the meat. Baldwin and 
Brandon (1973) found this method to be less satis- 
factory and less convenient for achieving a brown 
color than brushing pork chops with brown gravy mix. 

IMPLlCATZONS 

Microwave cooking is destined to become even 
more popular than it is today. Research with this mock. 
of heating is, therefore, in  keeping with the trend of 
tho times. Properly applied, microwave cooking has 
potential. cs a research tcc!inicjue for tender cuts of 
mea;, although cooking losses tend to be greater with 
this method. Microwave heating is less practical for 

cooking less tender cuts of meat which require long 
cooking times to accomplish tenderizing. Further re- 
warch should be focused on techniques for minimiz- 
ing cooking losses and improving the acceptability of 
less tender cuts of meat cooked by microwaves. Reso- 
lution of these problems would fully qualify the micro- 
wave oven as a research tool. 
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